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About This Content

★What is Two Realm Pack?★

With this pack, you can sign a contract with all 'Champion' and 'Trooper' from both Creaea and Aillai, including those will be
added in the future updates. Plus, 'Champions' and 'Troopers' you signed through this pack can be used right out-of-the-box

regardless of your current Realm level. Consequently, you will get back all Blue & Red which you had spent to acquire Troopers
and Champions individually before you purchased this pack!

★Features★

 Provides access to every 'Champion' and 'Trooper' from both Creaea and Aillai.

 Access to 'Champion' and 'Trooper' which will be added in future updates will also be provided automatically.

 Every current 'Champions' and 'Troopers' can be used right out-of-the-box regardless of your current player level.

 Provide 8,000 Blue / Red
  (Aillai : 8,000 Blue / Creaea : 8,000 Red)
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 Get back all Blue and Red you had spent to acquire Troopers and Champions individually before you purchased this
pack.

 You can purchase this pack only once per account.
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Title: MINImax Tinyverse - Two Realms Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
O'olBlue Inc.
Publisher:
O'olBlue Inc.
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvdia GeForce GTX 8800

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Russian
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Seens okay but needs more work.Some of the screens are too busy. This game is a broken mess. It's damn near impossible to
make any progress because the garbage doesn't work. Feel like clicking on something thirty or so times so you can pick it up
when the game finally decides to let you? Yeah, me either.. I've played this a lot when it was just a Flash game on the internet.
I'm so glad it made his way on Steam!
Lovely puzzle game with a cute little Snail named Bob ^^
You can unlock a lot of cute costumes like Raphael from TMNT and there are a lot of cute and awesome eastereggs in the
levels!
Just buy this awesome puzzle game! =D. an amazing game with out stunning animations and game control this game is so
amazing that the aliens can walk on each other HOW COOL IS THAT!! the idea of the game is to pick up these boxes and bring
them to home but most of the time you will be falling off i would highly encourage anyone out there to pick up this game you
wont regret it!. what A heap of rubish dont buy it can buy out keep crashing no english insrustons buy farm sim insted
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After enjoying The Inner World so much I have been looking forward to this for a looong time. The Last Wind Monk is nothing
short of awesome! It keeps a similar vibe and wit as its predecessor. Tons of fun puzzles, dialogue that makes you laugh, badass
music, and fluffy adorable Tumble Mice. What is not to love? 10\/10. Too expensive for what you get, War thunder's much
better, spend \u00a329.99 on warthunder.. Awesome! Multiplayer! Fun! Fight! Flight! Ride! and alots of things.. I am currently
in game. played 250 hours in 4 week. lol. Watched Two Best Friends Play the first one for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665torm? Or any other youtuber for that matter? Yea, and that's probably how you found your
way here, I'd bet.

Turn around, don't bother. The developer has abandoned this project years ago, and the performance of this game is horrendous
even on amazing rigs. That is if you can even actually get it running now a days.

It seriously isn't even worth a dollar as all it does is provide it's disgusting name in your steam library, no trading cards, not even
a support page to fix the garbage FPS issues that plauged this game before it decided running was even too much to do.

Don't waste your money, not 50 cents, not 1 dollar. The garbage assett flipping games on steam at least run, where as this game
by an 'official developer' can't even do that.. Power Gunner is an endless arcade style shooter that for the price offers exactly
what you'd expect. It's not a bad game by any means however with more polish and more content, i.e (levels, enemies, ships) this
game can turn into something truly special. The game is simple and fun, if your looking for something quick and mindless I'd
highly recommend it.. This really delivers an amazing co-op experience... Easy to pick up while it gets more and more
challenging throughout the story, and unbelievably hard towards the end. Bring at least two people, two gamepads and a huge
screen. Definitely worth a try!. This was the first of two games produced by this company... http:\/\/www.backwardpies.com\/

It\u2019s a Zen like, relaxing, build a tree game. Your trees must provide cover for mushrooms on the ground, while at the same
time avoid blocking sunlight for all the flowers. It's aimed predominantly for children and adults to play together. Problem is
that there really isn't much on offer here and you will probably be bored with it within an hour or so. This isn't to say it isn't
enjoyable to play, it is, but there isn't really anything challenging here.

The hand painted art is very stylish and the sounds of children laughing and the gorgeous accompanying music will often inspire
a smile. There is a number of animated birds and butterflies which also help you become at peace as they brighten up your tree
and make it come to life with all their fluttering\u2019s and noises.

34 levels, but they all follow practically the same principle, after you have done the first couple you can literally jump to the last
level and pass it easily. You will then be given a key to open a door and credits roll, the end. This game is like another one I have
played and if you enjoy this, then you would definitely enjoy 'Reach for the Sun' also available on Steam but has a bit more to
offer in the way of a challenge than it does content. Because of the lack of playability on offer here I would honestly
recommend to wait for a sale. Normal price seems way overpriced simply on the basis that there are a LOT of better games on
offer that go rather cheap on Steam.

Tips for developer...
* You like to make informative games (your web page says) but there isn't anything informative here other than flowers like
sunlight and mushrooms like shade. Maybe add a section where you unlock an information card with each tree you successfully
grow as it would encourage the gamers to try each tree.
* Steam achievements would be a plus even for an easy game like this.
* It would have been interesting if the tree had to attend to the wildlife as well. Rebuild nests. Feed. Water.
* Seasonal mechanics would have been an interesting way to teach children as well such as rain, snow, and intense heat, autumn.
* Trading Cards, would really like some backgrounds for my steam profile of this game as the pictures are so relaxing to look at.

In final a game all about making a connection, but due to its simplicity you may wish for a summer sale...

Below is me playing the game first few levels, then showing you the last one...
https:\/\/youtu.be\/wJJCvwC3WBg

If you enjoyed reading this review feel free to subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...
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http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. Nie\u017ale. a very solid and enjoyable puzzle fps. red faction-style
terrain destruction tied to some clever puzzles, plus a rad force-field gun. it's good and you should buy it!. really good game
enjoyed it really like the reality of the game and very good plot thanks going to by more like it am a advent player am 70 years
young thanks
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